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PREFACE 
This thesis is the result of a study made of 
the book publishing industry in the United States, with 
particular reference to the part that public relations 
plays, wittingly or unwittingly, in the attainment of 
the overall objectives of tbe individual publishing 
houses. Particular emphasis is placed on the Htrade'' 
.• . 
endeavors; that is, on the department which specializes 
iii 
in publishing fiction and nonfiction books for sale in 
retail bookstores, as distinct from textbooks and special-
ized treatises such as those dealing with medicine and 
law. 
The reasons for investigating this single form 
of publishing are based on the premise that public relat-
ions, as an active aid, is presently most needed in tbis 
form of publishing. 
Trade book publishing faces more problems than 
any other kind, and the most difficult stem from conditions 
outside the industry. with the development of new commun-
ications media during tbe first half of the Twentieth 
century -- motion pictures, radio and television -- the 
book-buying habits of the American public have steadily 
declined. Increasing production costs, necessitating rises 
in sales price, have contributed further to the decline. 
While government expenditures for education are nov the 
highest per capita in history, there is still a large 
segment of our population unable to enjoy and profit 
iv 
from literary works. Business, religious and political 
pressures in many cases have caused the intimidation of 
writers, editors and publishers. And while these difficult-
ies are not of the publishers• doing, there is hope that, 
through an informed public, even these problems may 
eventually be allayed. 
There are many people to whom I am deeply indebt-
ed for encouragement and assistance in the preparation of 
this thesis. In the field of publishing, I am especially 
grateful to Mr. John Farrar, Chairman of the Board and 
Editor of Farrar, Straus and Cudahy; Mr. Stanley M. 
Rinehart,Jr., President, Mr. Theodore s. Amussen, Chief 
Editor, and Miss Pat Newell, Publicity D~rector, of Rine-
hart and Company; Mr. James w. Sherman, Treasurer, Mr. 
Alan Anderson, Sales Manager, and Mr. Arthur Thornhill,Jr., 
Manager of the Trade Department of Little, Brown and 
Company; Miss Louise Thomas, Publicity Director of Double-
day and Company; Mr. Mark 3&xton, Bales Manager of Harvard 
University Press, and Mr. Dan Lacy, Managing Director of 
the American Book Publishers Council. 
In this preface, I should like to express my 
deep appreciation to those members of the facul t y of the 
School of Public Relations and Communications of Boston 
University, who, through two tortuous years, instructed 
me in the academic theories of public relations. As a 
v 
naval officer on active duty in Boston, there were times 
when it appeared impossible for me to complete the courses 
necessary for graduation during my tour of duty, but the 
enlightened understanding of Rear Admiral John A. Sna.cken-
berg, u.s. Navy, Commandant of· the First Naval Distt•ict 
during the entire period, supported me in my endeavors. 
Dr. Howard Stephenson, Chairman of the Division of Public 
Relations, and Professor samuel Atkinson, my faculty 
adviser, guided me unerringly in planning my courses. 
Professor Wesley F. Pratzner was unstint ing in advice and 
help during some particularly troublesome times, and 
Assistant Professor Albert J. Sullivan was no less to me 
than to every student fortunate to study under him, a deep 
source of inspiration and encouragement. 
And here, too, belongs my gratitude to my wif'e 
and family, who unselfishly made it possible for me to 
avail myself of the unique course of instruction at Boston 
University, while I was assigned to the First Naval District. 
Hingham, Massachusetts Eric Purdon 
July, 1958 · 
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CHAPTER I 
THE HISTORY OF BOOK PUBLISHING 
The publishing of books is one of the oldest 
industries in the intellectual history of mankind, and its 
effect upon the civilizations that have arisen, grown great 
and eventually subsided upon the face of the globe has been 
as profound as any other endeavor of man. Whether written 
laboriously by hand on rolls of papyrus in ancient Egypt, 
cut in stone tablets by the Phoenicians, or turned out in 
quantity after the invention'' or movable type, the wisdom 
of man has depended upon the recording and preservation in 
some form of his thoughts, observations and even dreams. 
Books are an important bridge with the past. 
Without them, there would be little understanding of the 
civilizations that have physically disappeared, and no 
accumulation of knowledge to aid mankind in his continuing 
search to solve the problems and riddles of his world and 
universe. "Books, 11 says Geoffrey Faber, the Bri tisb 
publisher, ''are the life -blood of civilized huma.ni ty. 
Without books, science, history, philosophy, the drama, 
the novel could not exist at all; even poetry could never 
have got beyond the stage of minstrels' lays; while 
r e ligion and law would be the mysterious property of 
1 
pr ivileged castes of priests and lawyers~" 
' Ancient man decorated the walls of his eave s 
wit h drawings. These were undoubted manifestations of 
' · h i s observations and his urge for self-expression, but 
when he managed to invent a system to communi cate his 
thoughts and the sounds of h i s language in a. more portable 
form has yet to be established. The oldest writing in 
·'· 
existence today and perhaps the direct ancestor of the 
modern, printed book is a papyrus roll of eighteen columns 
in Egyptian hieratic writing of about the 25th centur y 
B.c·: , preserving the maxims of Pta.hhetep, in the Louvre 
Museum in Paris. 
Toward the end of the Boman Republ ic, parchment 
superseded papyrus and the modern form of the book began 
to take shape with narrow columns of writing in the 
volumen or rolls. These columns were transferred to the 
Latin codex, the three-leaved wooden tablets coated with 
wax, which became popular during the lifetime of Jesus 
Christ. Booksellers carried on a lively trade, it was 
fashionable to own libraries and Justinian records t hat 
a law was passed securing to the scribes the property in 
the materials used-- thus planting the first germ of our 
modern law of copyright. 
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During the first fifteen centuries A1 D., manu-
scripts and books, laboriously wri-tten by hand, often high--
ly decorated and illuminated., spread throughout .uurope; 
each a spark of knowledge in a dark and ill:tterate world . 
Then Johann Gutenberg of Ma:tnz, Germany, invented movable 
t ype and,in 1456, published a latin version of the Scrip-
t u:ees, or Vulga t e Bibile .. And the means of s preading 
knowledge and increasing man•s unders t anding was a t hand . 
l4hile Gutenberg has been acclaimed as t he inventor 
of what has been reeognized as the greatest sinele invention 
affecting the progres s oi' mankind , the Ch-ines e i'Tere , in fact 8 
the world's flrst Pl ..... nters .. Gutenberg achieved his process 
independently8 but the oldest known book~ printed .from blocks, 
bears the incr1•t10n(in translation and modern caloula t i on): 
"Printed on Ivlay 11, 868 , by Wang Chien, for free genJra l 
distribution , i n order in deep reverence t perpet ua t0 t he 
m lT:ory of' his parents." 2 
Gutenberg ' s invention spread through.out Europe . 
Be:E'ore lone; _, there \.lrere over tt-"10 hundred printing establish -
~ents ln Venice alone _, and books of all kinds 1,'!ere be ing 
printed • .fill Englishfuan., William Caxton, lea~ned the new ab t 
i n Gologne and., a fte r a period ln business i n. Belgium, \'!here 
he printed the first b ook in English., TI~. Beau~~l.l. .... ():,C. :t;':v~. 
His~Q.r,;vel:t. &f.. . • TJ',ox, he retur·ned to Engl and i n 1.76 
where be set up the first English printing press in 
Westminster. The next year he produced the first book 
to be printed in England, The Dietes and 3a}inges of the 
Philosophers. Before his death in 1491, Caxton and his 
assistant, Wynkyn de Worde, produced ninety-six different 
books which were sold from their booksbop at "The Sign of 
the Red Pale." 
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By the time Wynkyn de Worde died in 1540, print-
' 
ers and their presses could be found throughout Europe. 
Printing had even reached the western hemisphere, for in 
l539, a German printer named Juan Crombergh, who was work-
ing in Spain, sent an Ita.lia.n assistant to Mexico City, 
where he set up the fi~st printing press in ... the New World. 3 
For the next three hundred years, the printer 
was his own bookseller. He was publisher, producer and 
distributor in one, although gradually the functions 
' tended to become separated. In the 19th century, the 
distinction between publisher and bookseller -- literary 
promoter and shopkeeper became fundamental. 
The invention of printing brought a great demand 
'· for books throughout Europe which, in turn, caused no 
little concern to the Crown in England. Religious 
dissensions on the continent and the Reformation under 
Henry VIII and Edward VI were subjects the throne would 
manifesto printed. For -- two hundred years after Caxton 
6 
-brought printing to England -- there was no printer in the 
• 
vicinity, but only in Oxford, Cambridge and London • 
.• 
As the years rolled on and education became more 
5 
not tolerate being freely expressed. A series of repressive 
laws was enacted and censorship was strictly enforced. By 
the 17th century only licensed books could be published, 
and even the purchase or possession of an unlicensed book 
was a punishable offense. 
This intimidation continued in subsequent reigns 
and thoughtful men voiced their opposition to such suppress-
ion. Milton's Areopagitica: A Speech of Mr. John Milton for 
the Liberty of -Unlicensed :Prim.ting, published in i644, was 
a thunderous indictment agaixist "sucb practices. "As good, 
almost,'' said he, "kill a man as a. good boek. Who kills a 
. ' 
man kills a. reasonable erea. ture, God's im.a.ge; but he who 
destroys a good book kills reason itself, kills the image 
of God, · a.s it were, in the eye. " 
' These protests had little immediate effect. In 
1663, Parliament passed a Licensing Act which req~ired 
.. .. .., 
that all political writings bad to be passed by the 
Secretary of State; no writings on law could be p~blished 
without the permission of the Lord Chancellor; and nearly 
all 0thers bad to be passed by' the Archbishop of Canter-
bury and the Bishop of London. 
- ., 
Only twenty master-printers were licensed to 
print in England. When William of Orange lam.ded at Torbay, 
,!. 
in 1688, to succeed .. James II, he was unable to bave his 
6 
manifesto printed. For -- two hundred years after Caxton 
brought printing to England -- there was no printer in the 
• 
vicinity, but only in Oxford, Cambridge and London. 
As the years rolled on and education became more 
widespread, enlightenment grew. The 18th century has been 
'· 
called the golden age of publishing, for it was during this 
period that various laws and court decisions fostered the 
delicate growth of freedom of expression and established 
certain rights. 
The first was the Copyright Act of 1709, which 
gave some protection to authors from literary piracy. In 
1776, the House of Commons passed a resolution that the 
power of a Secretary of St4te to issue a warrant, general 
or special, ·for the purpose of searching for and seizing 
the author of a libel, or seizing libellous papers them-
4 
selves vas illegal. And in 1784, Lord Mansfield made 
- ., ~. ~ 
the following pronouncement in. Rex v, Dean of St. Asaph 
( 3 T. R. 431 n): "The liberty of-:the :Pr~ss consists ' of . 
.. . 
printing without any previous license, subject to the 
consequences of the law." 5 
This tendency toward more freedom did not go 
unrecognized in the American colonies which, toward the 
close of the century, were drafting their Constitution. 
The law of seditious libel bad been effectively and 
7 
vigorously enforced in the pre-Revolutionary period, the 
most famous case being that of Peter Zenger, New York 
printer, in 1734. The delegates to the Cons t itutional 
Convention of 1787 assumed that the Federal Government, 
possessing only the enumerated powers as set forth in the 
Constitution, would not be authorized to legislate in the 
field of political expression and that no express limitat-
ion upon its power in that area was necessary. So they 
adopted no provision dealing expressly with the right to 
freedom of political expression. But popular pressure 
. 
forced the adoption of the Bill of Rights in 1791, the 
first of which -- the First Amendment to the Constitution 
expressly guaranteed: ncongress shall make no law respecting 
the establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or 
of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to 
assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress ·of 
grievances." 
. ' 
Apart from the laws of civil libel and slander, 
the law dealing with blasphemy, and the law concerning 
obscenity, there were two sigaifieant legal doctrines 
with which the First Aaendment was concerned. One ' was the 
law of censorship; the other was the law o:f seditious libel .. 6 
8 
Book Publishing in America 
Book publishing was established early in America. 
The first printing press, owned by Mrs. Jose Glover, the 
widow of a missionary to the Indians, was set up by 
Stephen Daye at Harvard College. The first book, a volume 
:i.n quarto of 148. leaves, ... The Wbole '·aeoke of Psalmes, 
popularly knovn as The ~j Psalm Book, " edited by Richard 
Mather, was produceci" in l64o·~ 
The Cambridge press vas in operation for "fifty 
years; the first ten under Stejhen Daye and his son Matthew, 
and the last forty by samuel Green who founded a dynasty 
of printers. His descendents ··printed and published books 
in Massachusetts, Connecticut, Maryland and Virginia for 
the next two hundred years. The highest point of the press' 
actitity was the publication :i.n 1663 of John Eliot's 
translation of the whole Bible into the Indian tongue. 
Other presses were set up throughout tbe 
colonies, 7" and while Boston still maintains its supremacy 
-
in Hew England to this day, Philadelphia assumed the lead 
soon after the middle of the··, l8th century. By the end of 
the Revolutionary War, the book-publishing industry vas so 
far ·established as' ·to have its own organization, the 
American Company of Booksellers, which, under the presidency 
. . . . 
of Matthew Carey of Philadelphia, sought to prolllote the sale 
9 
of books through fairs similar to those be~d annually in 
Leipzig. 
During the first half of the 19th century, most 
of the books sold in the United 3tates were imported from 
Europe. But this popularity brought little financial profit 
., 
to the authors, for there was no international copyright 
law to protect their interest, and American publishers 
had few scruples about reprinting their works without 
payment. 
On M~y 31, 1790, Congress passed "An Act for the 
encouragement of learning, by securing copi~s of maps, 
charts, and books, to the authors and proprietors of such 
copies, · during the time therein mentioned. '1 As this Act 
I ~ • ' 
limited the benefits of the law to American citizens, it 
actually protected the American publisher in his piracy 
of foreign literary works. In fairness, though, it should 
be noted that any English writers had fair and favorable 
agreements with American publishers, which were recipro-
cated by English publishers in the preparation of page 
sheets with the imprint of their American counterparts. 
During this period, the .' trade in pirated English 
editions was centered mainly in Philadelphia, but by ·the 
end of the century, New York had wrested this dubious 
honor a. way. Although 1 t ·  ca.a be argued that this trade 
10 
resulted in very ~·eap editions, thus enabling a large 
proportion of the population to acquire books, it prevented 
the proper development of American authors. Being able 
to obtain the works of the ' eest-known English authors at 
no cost, . few publishers in. · this coun·try wou.ld consider 
encouraging unknown American writers. It was not unti l 
after the passage or ' the Intemational Copyright Law in 
-1891 that American authors were able to compete with 
foreign.authors aad writing was able to become a professiam 
in this country. 
After the First World War, the work of American 
authors took a commanding place in world literature, which 
it has continued to maintain; five Americans have won 
the Nobel Prize for Literature. The depression in the 
~ . .. .. ., -' . 
1930•s resulted in remarkably few 'casualties among the 
established houses; there were a few mergers, but strongly 
established backlists saved many of the companies during 
this period. By comparison, there was greater mortality 
after the 3econd World War, but these were among the new1y1 
created firms that were . . caugbt by the spiraling costs of 
production. 
In 1926 an important development in publishing 
o&m.e vi th the esta.blishment of the Book-of-the-Month Club, 
" 
and, in the following year, of the Literary Guild. These 
two organizations, which have been followed by nearly 
100 imitators, are basically mail-order houses. Members 
are obtained by direct-mail advertising and receive books 
selected by a panel of judges, in the case of the Book-
of-the-Month Club, or, in the case of the Literary Guild, 
., 
by a single judge, at prices well below retail. These two 
clubs, as the largest in the field, will be discussed 
further ' in Chapter I II, with particular reference ' to the 
public relations problems this manner of merchandising 
has caused, vis-a-vis the publishers and booksellers.· 
Another important development came in 1939 with 
11 
the publishing of mass-distributed, paper-bound reprints by 
Pocke t Books. Selling for 25¢, these books were sold through 
many differeat outlets. Today, there are anumber of firms 
in this field, producing books priced from 25¢ to $1~45. 
These developments reflected the problems of 
·-
steadily rising production costs. In 1948, Edward M. 
. • ' 
Crane, the President of D. Van N0strand Compan , wrote in 
the history-of his comapny: ·- "Surveyed in retrospect; the 
increase in the market potentliil for books of all kinds ' 
has caused an intensification in the efforts of all 
publishers to reach the new and varied markets that have been 
opening to them. Structurally the industry exists mueb 
as it did in 1916-- but quantitatively it has expanded 
12 
enormously. As markets have broadened, however, manufactur-
ing costs have risen even more sharply, particularly in 
the last five years. To say that the costs of composition, 
printing and binding have reached alarming proportions 
is to underestimate the present situation; they have, 
in fact, reached ceilings that must prove disastrous to 
many firms in the years to eome.H 8 
In the same year, Franklin Spier, whose firm, 
Franklin Spier, Inc., is one ... of the few advertising firms . 
specializing in book advertising, speaking before the 
Publisherst Ad Club, sa:l,d: "The public has not been sold 
on the necessity of books · in ''·tbeir lives and will not be 
until the trade adopts a public relations program." 9 
' Ten years later, the problem is still the same. 
•'· 
Books are important in the everyday lives of everyone in 
modern civilization. Visual and audio aids to education 
in tbe ·form of television, radio and motion pictures 
have an important part in the advamcement of our culture; 
they are important, too, in the diversification of our 
leisure. But this importance is no more than that provided 
. 
oy ·written words, printed on staumeh paper, and bound be-
tween long-lasting covers. 
Book publishing lnas bad a longer history than any 
activity iri civilization. The reason is that without 
13 
books there would have been no history. 
CHAPTER II 
... ~ .. .... ~ . .... -. 
THE STRUCTURE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF PUBLISHING 
There are 854 companies throughout the United 
States whose business is the publication of manuscripts, 
submitted from various sources, in book form. These 
·'· 
companies vary from many well-established, privately 
controlled firms to a few individuals handling a few 
book titles. Concentrated mainly in New York City, 
these firms produce about 12,000 titles annually. About 
90 per cent of the 12,000 are issued by some 300 publish-
ers, while a dozen big firms, issuing 100 or more books 
each a year, produce well over 4,000 of the grand total. 
The printings of these 12,000 titles amount to 
approximately 760,000,000 copies sold for a gross income 
to the publishers of about $650,000,000. ~ccording to 
'· Chandler B.Gra.nnis, Associate Editor of Publishers• 
'Weekly, the --adult general trade books distributed through 
bookstores, book: clubs and publishers• direct sales 
account for probably 15,000,000 copies or more; juveniles 
(25¢ and up), close to 120,000,000. Therefore, approx-
imately one quarter of the total sales is of the "trade" 
' 
category; three quarters consist of textbooks, paper-
14 
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covered reprintsJ Bibles and related pablications, technical, 
university press, law, medical, and miscellaneous. Up te 
$45,000.,000-werth of publishers' tota.l income in a year 
results from sales to foreign countries~ 
Tradition is strong in publishing. It is interest-
ing to note that nine of the more important companies have 
been in business for over one hundred years and a greater 
number have been operating for over seventy-five years. 
Their stability bas mainly come from the sound build-up 
of strong backlists. Publishing,too, is a strongly indiv-
idualistic business and success depends more on the 
individuals concerned than in most other industries. 
Organizationally, most publishing firms are 
incorporated, although there are a. few partnerships. They 
are not public stock companies, but are closely held by 
small groups of people -- families, top executives, older 
employees and perhaps a few outside investors. 3ales to 
employees usually require resale to the company when the 
employees sever their connections with the firm. Finan-
cial statements are rarely released to the public or to 
financial agencies. 
It has been said many times that trade book 
publishing is similar to only one other business -- the 
theater. Just as there has never been developed a way to 
16 
ascertain beforehand whether a play will be successful, so, 
too, no one has ever been able to forecast accurately the 
number of copies a certain book will sell. This often 
causes the greatest misunderstanding between publishers 
and their immediate publics, the authors and the book-
sellers. M.erchandising of books has required, in the eyes 
of the pub.iishers, special techniques that are not applic-
able to the merchandising of other products. These tech-
' 
niques are not generally understood by the authors, and 
publishers, in their attempts to maintain friendly relation-
ships with their authors, often undertake special advertis-
ing which could not assist the sale of the particular book. 
This is but one situation where it is felt public relations 
can be of assistance to both publishers and authors. 
In the trade-book world, fiction claims the 
majority of titles. Trade books also can include works 
of history, biography, poetry, psychology and popular 
science. Even the most conservative trade-book houses 
... 
have discovered that sex is a popular subject and sells 
well. When the Kinsey-Pomeroy~Martin study on Sexual 
Behavior in the Human Male was in preparation, many trade 
houses sought to publish it, a.nd even when it eventually 
was published by a firm specializing in medical books, 
its great sale was ach;ieved in trade beokstores. 
17 
Books for children~ cookbooks~ specialized books 
on sport, gardening, games and self-help books and anthol-
ogies are also considered trade books. Many a publisher 
relies heavily on the continuing sale of books such as 
these to finance his gamble on adult fictione 
While trade books are distinguished from other 
books, it is not necessarily true that trade-book publishers 
are distinct from other book publishers. Indeed, during the 
Second World War and since~ many essentially nontrade houses, 
such as John Wiley & Sons and the D.Van Nostrand Company, 
't --
issued trade books~ and many trade-book publishers produced 
textbooks and technical books. Today, the strongest ' trade 
-'· houses have profitable lists in other fields: Rinehart & 
Company; Harper & Brothers; Harcourt, B~ce & Company; 
Farrar, Straus & .. Cudahy; and Houghton~ - Mifflln~ & Company 
have important textbook departments. Little~ Brow & 
~ -
Company bas highly successful medical and law departments 
besides its trade endeavors¥ The McGraw-HilL. Book 
·-· Company~ lona the publisher of ·business and professional 
publications, bas an entire division of the corporation 
devoted to trade business. 
But it is not only upon the addition of text-
books and other specialized departments, such as law and 
medical, tba.t book publishers rely to hedge their gambles 
18 
vi tb titles in the trade department. In various ways 
they have spread themselves farther afield in the develop-
ment of so-called specialty lines vi th long-term sales 
possibilities, such as the successful 3imon & Schuster 
Golden Book series of children•s books; vbicb is sold 
iargely outside the bookstores, and Viking•s Portable 
-- ~·· Library; and in the establishment, through creation or 
pur caase, of bard-cover reprint subsidiaries. A notable 
example of this was the formation of a syndicate in 1945, 
consisting of Little Brown, Random House, Harper's, 
scribner's and the Bodk:-o:r--tiie-Month Club, - wbich bought 
Grosset & Dunlap,In~., one of the three largest hard-
cover reprint bou~es in the country. 1 And it is no long-
er considered beneath the dignity of a. reputable bouse 
to indulge in "vanity" or subsidized publishing. 
Organization of a Book Publishing House 
It is almost Impossible to describe the organiz-
ation of a "typical'' trade book publishing comp8J!ly with 
I ' 
any degree of accuracy for the industry as a whole~ The 
difficulty lies in the vide variations between individual 
houses, both in size and the business handled. However, 
as book publishing is ''the whole intellectual and business 
' procedure of selecting and arranging to make a book and 
of promoting its ultimate u.se, 112 there are certain basic 
factors that are common to all, although the degree of 
responsibility or autonomy of individual editors and 
company officers may vary largely from house to house. 
19 
One officer may, in a small company, combine the functions 
of many executives in a larger onew 
The basic factors common to all are: (1) Prep-
aration of the manuscript for production; (2) 'Production; 
and ( 3) Marketing.. Thus, every publishing .. house is primar-
ily divided into thr~e parts: ( 1) Editorial; ( 2) Production 
and ( 3) Bales. To enable thes·~ departments, th~ir sub-
divisions, and collateral divisions to operate, there 
must be another which performs purely housekeeping functions 
or management and may be directed by the Comptroller, 
General Manager, Manager, or President. 
While every publishing house produces a book in 
similar fashion based on these common factors, their 
actual organizations are widely dissimilar, and any 
attempt to draw a. general outline of a. "typical " publish-
ing house would, in the end, be misleading. It is felt 
that the purpose of this thesis will be more closely 
attained, i f. one successful operating company is 
described. 
This moderate-sized company publishes approx-
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imately ninety trade books a year. Organizationally, it 
is highly decentralized with four autonomous departments 
answerable only to the General Manager and through him to 
the President. Three of these departments: Trade, Medical 
and Law, are virtually three separate publishing ventures, 
and the fourth, the Bindery, is a supporting agencw for all 
-
three. The activities of the last class it as a subsidiary, 
for it contracts for outside business as well. 
The autonomy enjoyed by the Medical and Law 
departments is not as free within the Trade department. 
·' · Decisions are made by a committee of four of the officers 
of the company, consisting of the .President, General Man-
.. -~ -" 
ager and Treasurer, the head of the Trade department, and 
,_ 
the Editor-in-Ghief. Advice also may be sought of the 
Sales Manager and the head of Art and Manufacturing. All 
of these gentlemen are directors of the company. 
A majority of the directors must favor the public-
ation of a manuscript for it to be accepted. There have 
been cases when a quorum of the committee has not been 
present and a decision bas been required. In these cases, 
as few as two favorable comments have resulted in publicat-
ion. 
While it would ~ppear that the influence of the 
Editor-in-Chief is thus diluted in decision making, all 
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the officers maintain that this committee system is an 
excellent one. All of the directors are literate men, with 
wide personal interests which they can translate into con-
stuctive criticism. 
Approximately 2,000 manuscripts are handles by the 
company in a single year, or Which about 90 are accepted 
and scheduled for publication. 'l'hey are submitted in a var"" 
iety of ways: through 11 terary agents or authors • r·epres-
entatives; as a result. ot ideas originating with the edit-
orial atatr; or unaol1c1tated, coming in " over the transom." 
Some are the output of the tirm•s establ:l.shedd authors. 
When a manuscript is received, it is assigned a 
number, entered in the records, an acknowledgement of 
receipt is sent te the author, and the manuscript is assign-
ed for reading to a member of the editorial starr. 
If the fiPBt reader considers that the manuscript 
has merit, it is read by another editor and one or more of 
the company officers. 
After passing this hurdle, the manuscript is 
seheduled for discussion at a regular weekl~ meeting or 
the Editorial Committee. By this time, the sponsoring 
editor will have prepared a so .. called "Blue Card." This 
Blue card emboqi.e • . hie specific publication recommendations 
for the book, except tor any revision suggestions, and 
hypotheticall~ projects the manuscript into book form: 
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giving the estimate of length~ the appropriate list price~ 
coste ot proluction~ probable sale, advertising appropriat-
ion~ author•s royalty and a figure of resulting profit or 
loss it the work meets the sales expectations. Alo includ-
ed is the editor's preliminary but specific plan tor promot ... 
ion, publicity and advertising. 
After the analysis is completed, the Blue Card is 
sent to the office or the Treasurer, where it is reviewed. 
When the •break-even peint" (that point where receipts orr-
set production costs) is analysed to be above estimated salea, 
the Treasurer is responsible for exploring the possibility 
or either increasing the retail price or decreasing manu-
facturing costs by (1) asking the author to refuce the 
number of words in the manuscript; (2} using a cheaper 
binding; (3) el11111natiog some illustrations; (4) asking the 
author to accept a slight reduction in royalty rates. 
Finally~ the proposal is discussed at one of the 
weekly meetings of the Publication CoiiUilittee, consisting 
of the directors of the company. Here, the final decision 
is made whether or not to publisha If it is to publish, 
then What the format~ title. publication date, advertising 
expenaitures~ and the siae or the first printing will be. 
Manuscripts selected at this meeting are then forward-
ed to the Production Manager for review and to recommend and 
prepare detailed p~ans. He ean make any changes in the 
format plans that may be desirable, and unless there are 
any major changes in production costs invelved~ which 
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would have to be cleared with the committee~ then he proceeds 
with the manufacturing. 
The Manufacturing office does not itselfj physic-
ally manuraeture the books. Thie is done by one of the 
comparatively small number or book manufacturing companies 
which specialize in this work. The largest 1 which are 
concentrated in or around Hew York, include J.J. Little 
& Ives, Quinn & Boden, the H .. Wolff Book Manufacturing 
Company, and the American Book - Stratford Press. The 
Kingsport Press in Kingsport, Tennessee, and Taylor & 
Taylor of San Francisco are examples ot excellent book 
manufacturers situated outside of New York. 
The publisher's manufacturing office plans all 
the details -- format, type face, size -~ and during this 
procedure close liaison is maintained with the editorial 
start and the sales department; the former to ensure that 
the treatment is in keeping with the book, and the latter 
to make sure that the best sales potential is lchieved. 
The manufacturing oft1oe is also responsible for 
drawing up the contracts for printing and b1n~1ng. Tbe 
company's Bindery may or may not be designated to do the 
binding, depending upon the load at that activity. It 
should be mentioned, however, that a large porti9n or the 
company's binding is done by this subsidiary, the owning 
or which is particularly valuable ror short runs, when 
outside contracts would be prohibitive in cost. 
After the printer has eet the type, the first 
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ba teh ot proof sheets, or p lley protrs, are returned to 
the publisher with the corresponding pages -of manuscript 
from which the type has been set.. Tllese are recorded by 
the Manufacturing department and turned- oyer to the head 
copy editJor. Two galleys are _sent tt'J the author tor the 
answers to any questions marked on the galleys. together 
with a special letter ot entreaty that they be returned as 
soon as pos!'.~ble. 
When the proofs are returned to the compositor, 
via the proot reader and the Manufacturing department, 
corrections are made and the next set or proofs ~- page 
proofs -- are prepared~ These are inspected and then,all 
being well, the press is locked up and the printing of the 
book begun .. 
Approximately seven months elapses between the 
time the manuscript is received by the ,C()mpany to the time 
that the first bound copy is receivea. During this time, 
the other departments have been preparing plans tor promot-
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1ng 1 advertising and selling the new title. 
As shown in the organization chart of this. mod-
erate -sized company,3 promotion and publicity are under the 
Advertising Manager. To this company, publicity means the 
distribution of advance copies to book reviewers, column-
ists, feature writiers on newdpapers and magazines, and 
anyone else who might excite comment and interest. Pro-
motion is the creation of interest and enthusiasm for the 
book among bookstore buyers and clerks; it involves the 
preparation of brochures, personal appearances of the 
author at bookstores to autograph his book, or on radio and 
television. Advertising is aimed at the bookbuyer and 
usuallY begins on publication day, exeept for space pur-
chased in trade mag,zines such ~ asgy:Ql,iphers JeeklY and b. 
fie~ail Bogkseller, with advertisements in the book sections 
of newpapers. 
With all publishers, the amount of money approp-
riated for advertising, promotion and publiaity is govern-
ed by the estimation or original sales; in the case of this 
company, the estimation noted on the Blue Card. After the 
book is on sale and shows a trend toward more popularity 
than originally contemplated·,:·,. then the appropriation will 
be raised. 
Publication day is the date when the book goes 
on sale in bookstores all over the country~ and when the 
opening announcement is made to the public. Shipments 
from the warehouse are staggered to ensure they reach the 
bookstores simultaneously, just prior to the planned 
publication day. 
Financial .AsP;.ec.t§ 
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It was pointed out earlier in this chapter that 
most publishing firms are not publ1•-stock companies, and 
that financial statements are not released to the public or 
to financial agencies. The American Book Publishers Coun-
cil, an association with 197 book publishers as members as 
of 1958, was organized in 1945 and since then has been 
compiling annual statistical reports tor distribution to 
those publishers who contributed information for them. 
While these statistical reports do not disclose individual 
houses• financial status, but are matters of more general 
interest to the industry, they have a confidential status 
becuase of the particular trends they indicate. Because of 
the possible advantage to the ind4stry that it is hoped this 
study will have, these reports have been made available to 
the writer .. 
Mr. Charles F. Bound~ for his study A Bipker Look§ 
at fub;I.1sh1n&, published in 1950, was able to obtain typical 
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composite balance sheets of two represntative publishing 
4 
companies for the calendar year 1946~ {See Appendix III) 
He also obtained the statistical reports of the fledgling 
American Book Council for 1947-48~ At that time, the 
Council was supported by only 27 compal!lies, and therefore 
the comparison between these two periods cannot be exact .. 
However, they provide an interesting study~ Figures :for 
this period, then, are taken from Mr. Bound's excellent treat-
ise, while those from later years are obtained from the 
American Book Publishers Council and through the assistance 
of individuals in two publishing houses in business today. 
In the 1957 Annual Survey of the General Book 
Publishing Industry, prepared by Stanley B~ Hunt & Assoc-
iatea for the American Book Publishers Council, a summary 
of the operating ratios or the thirty-two trade houses 
subscribing to the study is given. Twelve or the oom,enies 
are rated as "large," with sales over $1., 500,000, while 
twenty are classed as "small," having tlales under this figure. 
The data for all thirty-two publishers are given in the 
following table: 
Tab+e I 
Operating Statement Items Thousands of $ 
A. Gross Sales 
Current titles (1957 releases) 
Backlis-t titles 
Remainder sales 
B.. Returns and Allowances 
c. Net Sales (A less B) 
D. Cost of Books Sold 
Production Cost 
Plant Coat & Maintenance 
Manufacturing Dept ... Expense 
Authors' royalties(total) 
Editorial expense (total} 
E. Gross Margin Sales ( C less D ) 
F .. Other Publishing Income 
G. Total Operating Income ( E plus F ) 
H ..., J Selling +Promotion expense 
H .. Selling expense 
Salesmen •s compens , .& Ex pens .. 
Other selling expenses 
J .. Promotion expense 
Salaries 
Advertising expense 
Direct mail, catalogues, circulars 
Cost or sample copies, postage 
Exhibits ana other promotion 
57,355 
6,227 
51,128 
33,709 
15,692 
4,241 
764 
9,475 
3,537 
17,419 
22,166 
9jl880 
6,833 
975 
3,788 
1,187 
584 
299 
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% of Sales 
112 .. 2 
61 .. 4 
49.0 
1.8 
12.2 
100.0 
30.7 
8 . .3 
1 .. 5 
18.5 
6.9 
9.2 
(Table I cont.) 
Operating Statement Items Thousands of $ % of Sales 
K. Shipping and Warehouse Expenses 
L. Administration & Ganeral Expenses 
Financial and Accounting 
All other salaries 
Employee Welfare 
Payroll taxes 
Other taxes exec. Federal income 
Insurance 
Occupanc• plus other gneral expa 
M .. Total Operating Expense ( H•J4KtL) 
N. Net Incee f'rom Operations(G less M) 
__ Publishers with profit 
Publishers with loss 
n~l'l 
~-- Net, other~publisb1ng income 
P. Fed era 1 Income Taxes 
Q., Net Profit (N +o less P) 
;:- - ·:,_ .. .::- ·.-.. ':; ;: . ··~ 
2,455 
7~406 
1,-950 
2,064 
467 
240 
338 
78 
2.269 
239 
1~484 
1,180 
4 .. 8 
14.5 
3.8 
4 .. 0 
0.9 
0.5 
0 .. 7 
0.2 
4 .. 4 
38.6 
4 .. 7 
5·6 
-0.9 
0.5 
2.9 
It is interesting to note the comparative figures 
for the basic expenses tor the ten•year period 1947 to 1957: 
Manufacturing 
Royalty 
Table . II 
, l2.iz. '% or sales 
44a2 
16.3 
li57." of'sales 
40.5 
18.5 
Editorial 
Selling 
Shipping 
Other OVerhead 
(Table II cont.) 
l2!l % of sales 
4.0 
17.0 
3.4 
15 .• 2 
TOTAL~QQ .. l 
30 
19 51 % of sales 
6.9 
19.3 
4.8 
r5H 1~,5
As has been mentioned above, the 1947 figures have 
been compiled :t'rom the American Book Pu"lishers Council's 
statistical survey of 27 companies, while those for 1957 
are based on 32 firms. The reader should, therefore, be 
carefUl in comparing them with the figures of individual 
publishers, for operating expenses vary in individual 
departments of different houses.. It should be remembered, 
too, that the various, companies use many different methods 
or allocating costs, e•penses and income.. The American 
Book Publishers Council has made great strides in the past 
few years in urging a standard countrywide accounting 
method which, while it has not become fAlly effective as 
yet, has, in the last survey, brought closer to reality the 
composite picture of American publishing today. However, 
the writer was privileged to compare the 1957 figures with 
the operating figures of one major publisher, and these, 
which were given in confidence, disclosed that the overall 
figures are representative. 
It can be seen from these tables that the principal 
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changes have come in increased cos·ts and declining pro:fi ts. 
MaJor ·· efforts are being made to cut overhead and the costs 
of manufacturing. Trade book publishing, however, continues 
to rely upon income other than bookstore sales, in the shapw 
of book club sales and subsidiary rights. This income, 
exclusive of back list titles shown in Table I, amounted to 
$4,747,000 for the 32 trade book publishers surveyed in 
1957, and was divided as follows: 
TABLE III 
Book Club Royalties ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $2,450,000 
Hard Bound Reprints •••••••••• ,.................... . 354,000 
Paperbound Beprints ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1,227,000 
Television, Radio Motion Pictures, etc............ 113,000 
Fore!gn & Translation••••••••••••••••••••••••v•••• 204 1 000 
Selection Rights•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 96,000 
Digest, Syndicate Rights, etc..................... 201,000 
Other Rights•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 45,000 
Miscellaneous Income from Books..................... . 41,0.00 i! .:z z.;.QQQ 
Mr. George P. Brockway, Vice-President and Editor of 
W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., says, uThere are two simple 
principles by which the business thinking of a publishing 
house should be guided.. They are: (1) Reducing costs by 
$1,000 has roughly the same effect on the profit•and-loss 
statement as increasing sal~s by $25,000; and {2) You have 
to spend a dollar to make a dollar, tt; 
These horas or a publisher's lusiness dilemma are 
illustrated by the fact that profits after taxes are 
currently about 2 per cent of sales, and therefore he is 
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constantly looking for ways to reduce his costs. On the 
other hand, an elaborately produced title may be a great 
success and bring in considerable profit. This, of course, 
requires considerable investment. When and how to gamble 
constitutes the maJor problem ot book publishers today. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE PROBLEMS OF PUBLISHING 
Trade book publishing faces many serioua problems, 
which, if permitted to continue unsolved, may have catast-
rophic results in the growth and continuation of civilized 
society .. 
Basically, the problem at the present time is economic. 
Unfortunately, many individual publishers fail to realize 
that radical departures from the laissez-faire methods 
inherent in "personal .. businesses are mandatory, if they are 
to preserve both integrity and business. Editorial judgment 
today is constantly being assailed by the temptation to 
compromise for the sake of the sure, or almost sure, dollar. 
The solution of the problems of the individual publish-
ers in a large sense should be a societal responsibility. 
While the term "free press" in most minds has come to mean 
the freedom of the more ephemeral media such as newspapers, 
magazines and radio to print ae they: see fit, for socie 
as a whole the freedom of presenting ideas and concepts 
a more permanent form is even more important. 
During the research for this study, it was a pparent 
that the great majority of the publishers recognized that 
streamling their organizations was in order. Most, too, 
re4l~zed that the solution to their situation lay in combined 
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eff or t, although there is same hesitancy in freely divulging 
their operations. 
The most important problems confronting trade book 
publishers are: 
1. Greatly increased production costs; 
2. Absence of profit, except for backlist sales and 
income from subsidiary rights; 
3. Competition from book clubs, omnibus volumas 
containing several digested books in one, book diges t s in 
maga zines 1 reprints and circulating libraries; 
4. Competition from television and other media for 
the public's leisure-time dollar; 
5. The increased cost or living, which leaves little 
spendable surplus tor books; 
6. A chaotic distribution system under which the 
bookstores -- the publishers' major outlets -- are showing 
little, if any, margin of profit. 
The latest figures reported by the American Book 
Publishers Council in May, 1958, disclosed that the sales 
of general books reached a new high in 1957. The 197 
publishing houses reporting in the survey had sales 10.4 
per cent higher than in 1956, 15 per cent higher than in 
1955, 30 per cent higher than in 1954, and 42 per cent higher 
than in 1952. This survey covered all types of books. 
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The sale of adult trade books increased by 9.1 per 
cent over the previous year of 1956, athough 0.8 per cent 
fewer copies were printed. Children's books retailing for 
a dollar or more had the largest increase. the sales in 
dollars amounting to $37,061,000, or 18.5 per cent over 
1956, for a 12.2 per cent increase in the number of copies. 
Children's books retailing for under a dollar had 
their lowest sales since 1952, being down 12~6 per cent 
under 1956. \ In this category, seven 9illion fewer copies 
were printed last year. 
Despite these record sales, the thirty-two publishers 
surveyed showed a net loss from operations before taxes of 
4.5 per cent, or $2,322,000. However, the same publishers 
reported receiving $4,747,000 from other publishing income, 
which put them in the black for a net income of $2,425,000, 
or 4.7 per cent of net sales. 
It can be seen, then, that the publisher today is 
forced to depend for his profits, if any, from the special 
income he -receives from book clubs, royalties from reprint 
houses and subsidiary rights. In the long run, of course, 
this is unsound, becauee this income is far from certain and 
can vary drastically from year to year. It also puts him 
in the position of relying upon a market -- in the instance 
of book clubs -- whose competition has largely vaused his 
was made, "At this point the publisher has books; at that 
point is the book buyer. Between these two points is the 
tragedy of the book industry." 3 
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An important contributory cause of this "tragedy," is 
that there are four basic conflicts in the distribution of 
books: 
(1) the publiaher sells to the bookseller direct; 
(2) the publisher sells through a Jobber to the same 
bookseller; 
(3) the publisher sells to a book club in competition 
with both the Jobber and bookseller; 
(4) the publisher sells to the bookbuyer by direct 
mail, in competition with all three of the above outlets. 
These conflicts are not merely in the method of getting 
a book to the ultimate reader, but have engenfered bitter 
feelings in the owners of the historically major outlet of 
the publishers, the bookstore. 
The bookstores.t complaints are mainly against the 
publishers·' discount policies and again.st the book clubs .. 
Before the Second World War, publishers generally had the 
same discount price for all retailers, irrespective of the 
size of the order. After the war, however, book prices 
had risen only about one•halt as much as the general price 
level during the postwar period. Both publishers and 
woes. 
In other industries, increased costs can be passed on 
to the consumer. This is not possible in book publishing, 
for the prices are now so far advanced that any increase 
would undoubtedly price the industry out of the market. 
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As far back as eleven years ago, the late Alfred Mcintyre, 
President of Little,Brown and Company, writing in~ 
Atla_ntic Monthly, said, "In the summer of 1945 all possible 
economies had been made, barring important technological 
improvements in the graphic arts industry." 1 Techno-
logical improvements are constantly being made, but the 
gains achieved are largely offset by increased costs of 
wages, materials and taxes. 
In the same article, Mr. MointJTe= said, "What is 
perhaps most disturbing about the present situation is 
that it lessens the chances of really promising young 
writers to get a hearing and is likely to limit seriously 
the publication of important and usetul books, books of 
cultural value, ideological books, books relating to the 
peace for which we strive, which may be as vital as some of 
the books that dealt with the winning of the war 
that are unlikely to have large sales." 2 
books 
Probably the most serious problem the publishers have o 
to face is that of distribution. In the first survey 
conducted by an association of publishers, the statement 
and booksellers were reluctant to increase prices in 
proportion to these cost increases for the fear, mentioned 
above, of pricing themselves out of the market. Maximum 
savings had been made in the costs of overhead, printing 
and binding, eo another way to decrease costs had to be 
round. 
One publisher •" Little, Brown and Company ·• made an 
analysis of their expenses in order handling, and discover-
ed that the most unprofitable part of the business was in 
filling small orders from booksellers, which consumed just 
as many man hours as filling large orders. In an attempt to 
have the booksellers direct these orders to the wholesale 
houses, the publisher announced a new policy, effective 
December 27, 1950, reducing the discount on orders of one 
and two books from 33 1/3 per cent of retail to 20 per cent .. 
The reaction was immediate and bitter from the book• 
sellers, but the new policy did not substantially reduce the 
number of orders for one and two books. While there were 
higher receipts on these orders, it was still unprofitable, 
so on May 1, 1952, a new stock•Jobber plan was announced 
for wholesalers. Under this plan, wholesalers who agreed 
to have in stock on the first day of every month at least 
three of all active Little,Brown titles; to take at least 
three of each new publication; and who would order promptly 
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any non~active title requested by a recognized book retailer, 
would receive a discount of 43 per cent for three copies of 
a title, as contrasted with 41 per cent for other wholesalers 
and 40 per cent for retailers. With the qualification of 
seven wholesalers to this classification, all retailers with 
average purchases or less than $400 per year were request• 
ed to transfer their accounts to a stock-jobber. Two thousand 
accounts out of a total of 2,600 were closed by Little, Brown 
and Company. 
That this policy caused a definite public relatione 
problem is illustrated by an experience of the writer. 
During the summer of 1952 he went into a bookstore in 
Washington, D.C., in search of a title and was told,"That 
is a Little, Brown book. I don•t stock any book from that 
publisher .. " While relationships with the booksellers 
have calmed, all publishers have a continuing public rels 
ations problem with their primary retailers on the question 
of discounts. 
A more controversial problem exists in the distribution 
of books through book clubs. 
In Chapter I it was mentioned that book clubs are 
primarily mail-order bookstores. That they are an import• 
ant segment of the industry is shown by the Statistical 
Report of the American Book .Publishers Council for 1957. 
I n that year, an estimated $98,105,000 worth of business 
was done by approximately 80 clubs, out of a total of 
$820,547,000 by book publishing of all kinds. This amounts 
to nearly 9 per cent of all book sales. 
As the 32 publishers surveyed by the Statistical Report 
received a total of $2,450,000 from book club royalties in 
1957, which amounted to 51.6 per cent of their total sales, 
it might be argued that for the purposes of this thesis the 
quarrel of the booksellers with the book clubs would be of 
no concern to a trade book publisher. However, it is sub• 
mitted that as booksellers are an important public to the 
publisher, good public relations requires that he be fully 
aware of their probt.ms, especially when these problems are 
of industry interest. 
The objection that the booksellers have to the book 
clubs is, again, a matter of discount. Almost all clubs 
buy their selections direct from the publishers, renting 
t he plates and paying a ceertain royalty on each copy of 
the selection that is sold. Because the memberShip remains 
numerically fairly static, the clubs can estimate closely 
the size ot the printing needed~ As a result their costs 
are comparatively low, and they are able -- in order to 
attract new members -- to pass on a percentage of their 
profits in the form of book dividends; as well as charging, 
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in most instances, less than the retail price per volume. 
As an example of the savings that a buyer can receive~ 
Business Y~ for September 11, 1948 gave an apt illustrat-
ion: 
"Booksellers have the biggest bone to pick with book 
clubs. lWhat kind of Alice-in-Wonderland economics is it,' 
one bookseller recently exclaimed,tthat permits a book club 
subscriber to get his book for less than the bookseller has~ ­
to pay the -publisher to get the same book, even at the usual 
40 per cent discount?t To prove the truth of this state-
ment, the Aaerican Booksellers Association compiled the 
following figures; For the year 1947, the publishers• 
tota l list price for all books sent out by the Book~of­
the-Month Club was $70.25. At a 40 per cent discount the 
bookseller could get these same books from the publisher 
for a total of $42.15. The subscriber paid the Book-o£-the-
Month Club only $34.45 £or the same titles. Booksellers 
protest that this kind of" inequity is undermining the price 
structure of the entire industry. Most damaging of all, 
they say, is the book clubs• premium plan : the practice of 
offering 'free books,• •bonus books' or •book dividends' 
as an enticement to Join a club." ':tf. 
For their part, the book clubs claim they fill a need 
that cannot be met by the bookstores. In 1953, a New York 
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Ti mes article reported that 53,000,000 u.s8 citizens still 
"do not have easy access to books" and that 24,000 ,000 do 
not have any public l ibrary service at all. The book clubs 
maintain that by making good new books as access i ble as 
one ' s own mailbox, they have met economic as well as cultur-
a l needs. They also maintain that the heavy promotion t he ir 
advertising gives to books in general actually increases 
t he sales at the bookstores. 
Jiibrarie_s 
It was surprising to the writer to discover that 
public•library buying is an unimportant source of revenue 
* to trade book publishers today. Indeed, because of t radit-
iona l difficulties in selling books to public l i br ari es and 
collecting the money from them, some publishers avoi d this 
mar ket ent irely. 
There are approximately 8,000 public libraries in t he 
Uni ted States, of which about 2,500 have a budget or less 
t han $1,000 for all expenditures (including books ) and 
2,000 have a budget ranging from $1,000 to $4,000. 5. 
Except for large library systems, such as the New York 
Public Library, trade book publishers do not attempt to sell 
* When the writer, before the Second World War, was 
employed as an editor in a book publishi ng house, a common 
argument for accepting a manuscript for publi cation was,"It 
would make a good library book." 
directly, but their books are obtained through the whole ... 
salers .. 
Juveniles account for 40 per cent of the entire circul-
a tion of public libraries and about 40 per cent of many 
libraries' total annual expenditure for books. This latter 
figure may rise as high as 70 per cent if the library is 
connected with a school system. 
Because most of the large library systems, such as 
Chicago, contract under competitive bidding from the whole-
salers, the retail booksellers cannot attempt to obtain this 
htlsiness, as discounts can run as high as 40 per cent of the 
retailers·• cost price. Most of the bookstores have difficulty 
remaining solvent selling bheir products at full price. 
The retail bookstores, however, have a profitable side-
line in their lending libraries. These books are c1cculat-
ed for a small fee to regular customers. But this business 
does not reflect largely in the trade book publishers sales, 
except possibly negatively, for a book borrower is consider-
* ed by mart7 publishers as a lost potential bookbuyer. 
* The late Alexander Grosset, of Grosset & Dunlap,attempt-
e d to stop circulation libraries by demonstrating books could 
be carriers of disease germs. Despite many laboratory exper-
iments on the oldest and most-handle• books he oould find, 
his theory was disproved. No germ could be isolated or even 
dis covered .. 
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Rematndera 
Another problam of the publisher is caused by mis-
calculating the size of an edition~ When this happens and 
unsold copies are taking up valuable space in the warehouse, 
they are known as remainders, and ean be disposed of in one 
of two ways: By selling them to be pulped, or selling them 
intact at a low price to a remainder house. These houses, 
which specialize in unsold editions, resell them through a 
variety of outlets such as drugstores and seoond~hand 
bookstoresa Besides signifying a production loss, remaind-
ering a book can cause difficulty with the author, another 
important public in the publisher's public relations program .. 
lYbsl_ica 
AUTHOR: The problems of publishing are primarily economic, 
as we have seen. This is, ot course, true of any industry .. 
It is in the type of problems that those of the publishing 
industry differs. It has been mentioned in Chapter II that 
publishing is largely a personal business. Being personal, 
it deals largely with personalities; persons who are artists, 
for writing iS an art. Authors, therefore, are the primary 
public with whom the publishers deal; without them, the 
publishing house could not exist. And as it is the nature of 
the business that an author must be cultivated, to bring 
economie suecess -- ~or there are few authors who are a 
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success with their first work -- the personal relationship 
between an author and his publisher must be maintained to 
mutual satisfaction. 
"Many authors," says John Farrar, the Chairman or the 
Board of Farrar, Straus and Cudahy, "feel that they do not 
get fair treatment from publishers. I think they are mis-
taken, but I have never found any way of persuading them 
of the fact." 
Each author is an individual and must be treated 
individually. The maintenance of good public relations 
with this all-important public ganerally devolves upon the 
editor who has been assigned to him. Depending upon the 
personalities of both allthor and editor, the relationship 
can be mutually satisfying or not. If not, then usually 
the author moves to another publisher. 
AGENT: An adjunct to the author as a public is the 
literary agent; the alter ego of the author. It is with him 
that the publisher deals on the economic matters or the 
author's relationship, when an author engages an agent. 
Agreements are reached on such important factors as the 
amount of advance, the royalty rate and subsidiary rights. 
Incorporated in the contract, these agreements often spell 
the difference between a successful venture and failure, 
and with the increase in numbers or competent literary 
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agents -- often former editors -- a more equitable arrange-
ment between authors and publishers has resulted, to the 
mutual satisfaction or the parties. 
BOOKSELLER: The next public to consider, following the 
author and his representative, is the retailer, the book-
store owner, his clerks, and the wholesaler. Through 
special promotions, a~vertising and publicity, the publisher 
~eeks to help the retailer at the point of sale, by creat-
ing a favorable opinion about the individual titles. 
BOOKBUYER: And then,of course, there is the equally 
important public, the bookbuyers. Upon them, the ultim~ 
ate consumers, the whole industry dependse I n comparison 
with the population of the country, this is not a large 
public; according to a Gallup Poll, only 17 per cent of 
adults could say in 1955 that they were "currently" rfl!ad-
ing a book, as compared to 55 per cent in Great Britain. 6 
Public relations should be used as a tool to increase this 
percentage. 
CensorshiD 
Censorship is a recurring problem that plagues the 
publisher. Although the press has enjoyed comparative 
freedom since the acquittal of Peter Zenger in 1734 (see 
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page 6), books have been under constant scrutiny by various 
organizations mainly in Boston, New York and Philadelphia--
for evidences of obscenity. The Federal Government, through 
the Post Office and the Customs, controls obscenity in the 
mails and interstate commerce, while the states regulate it 
within their own borders. 
While the attitude of the authorities has become more 
liberal since a famous case in 1933 when Judge Woolsey 
declared that James Joyee•s UlY:ss.es was not pornographic 
and could be imported into the United States, there still is 
a great deal of confusion about what is obscene and what is 
not, legally. This case, however, established three import-
ant principles: (l) that a book must be judged in its entire-
ty and not on an individual passage; (2) that the testimony 
of literary people qualifying as experts is admissable; 
and (3) books written for adults should not be Judged by 
standards applicable to minors. 
Other legal problems that concern the publisher are 
libel ~nd plagiarism. It is common practice for a manuscript 
to be scanned by a f'irm•s lawyer before printing to ensure 
that nothing can be construed as libelous. The publisher 
should also try to make sure that there is no similarity 
in thame that could give rise to a lawsuit for plagiarism. 
As no reputable publisher would knowingly be guilty of either 
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of these, the majority of cases brought for libel have been 
nuisance cases, where the complainant has tried to obtain a 
good settlement out of court. 
The history of publishing has shown a steady advancement 
toward liberalization of legal interpretations. Each step, 
however, has been made by individual publishers who have 
assumed the entire risk and expense; an example is the 
Ulysses case which was conducted by Random House deliber-
ately to test the legal authority of the Customs department. 
The result was to the benefit of the entire industry. It 
would appear, therefore~ that publishers should co-operate 
more and present a united front in matters of mutual interest. 
There are indications that the publishers are becom-
ing more aware of the advantages of industry-wide co-operation. 
The American Book Publishers Council has made steady strides 
since its formation in 1945, but there is still room for an 
increased understanding of public relations, not only with 
their publics but among themselves, as well. 
While industry-wide co-operation is highly necessary, 
indeed mandatory, the various publishing houses have a 
duty to take the first steps themselves toward the solution 
of their problems. :Public relations is a mechanism at hand. 
Practiced separately and collectively, it is submitted that 
the misunderstandings that are current between the publish-
ers and their publics could be dispelled and a strong-
er, healthier industry would result, to the betterment of 
our society generally. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PUBLIC RELATIONS FOR BOOK PUBLISHING 
There is an increasing awareness on the part of trade 
book publishers of the necessit~ for an active public rel• 
ations program, but despite the addition of more support 
to the American Book Publishers Council, there is still 
hesitancy on the part of the majority of publishers to pool 
their resources and give the Council the backing that the 
other associations, such as the American Iron and Steel 
Institute and the American Newpaper Publishers Association 
receive from their industries~ 
The reason can be traced to conservatism. As was shown 
in Chapter II, tradition is strong in publishing, which 
still is a strongly individualistic business. There is a 
str ong reluctance to divulge any information concerning 
business methods and techniques, to such an extent that the 
suspicion is .formed that there is an underlying lack of 
confidence in operations. Frank Swinnerton-•s definition 
that "Publishers are very simple, innocent people, so far 
as books are concerned. They often do not know one book 
from another. But they are optimists, sentimentalists, 
and experimentalists •••• " is too broad a generalizat1on,1 
as when he says their "experience is so much more frequent• 
ly of worst•sellers that the prospect of a change goes to 
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their heads and makes them foolish." 2 
This secretiveness is all the more remarkable when it 
is considered that publishers are only in competition with 
each other when in search of new manuscripts. The book 
business is perhaps unique in this respect and makes it 
possible for book salesmen to combine different lines. 
Each year, though, the companies are perceiving that through 
common effort their problems can be decreased; the annual 
statistical report of the American Book Publishers Council 
is incorporating more valuable data and receiving these data 
from more firms. 
In the past and at present the publishing houses carry 
on certain public relations functions. The great American 
trait is the desire to be liked; it is good business too. 
And publishers, no lees than other businessmen, would like 
contented authors, retailers and reviewers, as well as a 
book~buying public that would recognize the companyts 
colophon as representing quality in book content. 
A company's public relations is carried on by its 
publicity director. This officer may be tull•time with a 
staff of !"our or five,. or he may be an editor doing it in 
addition to his other duties. Usually the publicity director 
is under the advertising manager or the sales manager, but 
the organization variee with separate t"irms. Ideally, he 
should be no lower on the organization chart than the 
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advertising manager. 
The duties of the publicity or promotion manager are .· as 
his name implies. He informs the public, generates interest, 
and creates favorable public opinion~ 
"When a title receives extensive and commendatory notice 
in the press and on the air," says Louise Thomas, publicity 
director of Doubleday & Company, "not only is the current 
sale increased, but the potential motion picture, televis• 
ion, and reprint rights are enhanced, as well as the author's 
prestige. Telling one·•s story through the various forms of 
publicity is an accepted method of modern communication 
carried on by both business and government. No longer can 
ne~papers send reporters to cover the multitude of events 
happening every day, eo editors frankly rely on publicity 
managers for leads and inforJDation. The publicity manager 
is the link between the pub~ishing house and estab11 hed 
news channels. Attention is given to a book or an author 
because newspaper and magazine editors or radio and telee 
vision directors are persuaded that their respective 
audiences would be interested. This attention is tree ~­
free of cost to the publisher and free of commercial taint 
in the mind of the public." 
The promotional activities of individual publishing 
houses follow a pattern that is not far removed from other 
industriese But the industry as a whole is in serious 
need of a dynamic, progressive public relations program, 
and it is strongly recommended that the publishers, as 
the catalyst in creating a book from the writings or an 
author, take the lead in establishing such a program for 
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the entire industry; for publishers, wholesalePs and retail-
ers. 
Publishers have an embryo organization at hand that 
could, if supported, assume leadership. This is the Americ-
an Book Publishers Council.. But first, the publishers 
must put their own houses in order. It is all too easy 
to foist the responsibility upon an association i~, indeed, 
the publisher• would soon agree to it. Together with 
strengthening the American Book Publishers Council, the 
house8 must incorporate the techniques of public relations 
to their own individual problems, varied as they may be, 
one to another. And in conjunction with an industry-wide 
erfort, an imaginative personal public relations program 
would, it is believed, resolve many of the problems with 
which the editors and other officers or trade book publish-
ing are confronted. 
A Public . Belat~ons ptogram For~Th~X fublisbJng Comnany 
In Chapter II it was stated that any attempt to draw 
a general outline of a typical publishing house would be 
misleading, because or the wide dissimilarities in their 
organizations.. Similarly, a public relations program for 
"X Publishing Company" would have to be based upon the 
peculiar charcteristics or the company itself. This, of 
course, is true of public relations generally; any program 
must be created for the solution of individual problems. 
There are, however, in publishing as in any industry, 
certain goals common to all. "The twin goals of' an 
industrial company, 11 say Howard Stephenson and Wesley F . 
Pratzner in their practical manual on public relations , 
"are profits and prestige." 3 Publishers generally will 
concede that their profits are not comparable to the return 
enjoyed by other industries, but most still believe that, 
because or the type of their business and the individuals 
that are employed in it, they enjoy higher prestige than 
any other merchandising occupation. This is arguable, and 
in the opinion of the writer, the prestige that publishing 
enjoyed in the first quarter or the century has greatly de-
creased since the advent of other entertainment and edueat-
ional media, and it will require strong effort on the part 
of the industry to regain the position it once held in the 
minds of the general and specialized publics upon which it 
depends for the attainment of the twin goals of prestige 
and profits. 
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The X .Publishing Company, Incorporated, is a medium-
sized house, publishing approximately 50 trade books a 
year, with sales of about $1,500,000. It has been in 
business for about half a century and has managed to 
build a strong backlist of both juvenile and adult books. 
While well-established, it is not as well-known as the 
older houses and thus does not easily attract the better new 
writers, and some of those it has obtained have, after 
moderate successes, changed to the better-known firms; so 
X Company has lost the fruits of cultivating these authors 
during their unprofitable period, at a time when the companyts 
efforts would begin to be repaid. More seriously, it loses 
any share in the profitable subsidiary rights. 
Tne company suffers from the same problems of the indust-
ry that were discussed in Chapter III. Although its relat-
ionships with its retailers, the bookstores, are considered 
good, sales have not been as great as the company officers 
had expected for the collective titles. And no book club 
made a selection ot an X book during the previous year, 
although the majority of titles received favorable critical 
reviews. 
Organizationally, the company is a close-held corpor-
ation, with the majority of the stock held by the family 
of the president. Blocks of stock are owned by the managing 
editor, the treasurer and office manager, the editor-in-
chief, the sales manager and the production manager, all 
of whom are directors of the company; it being understood 
that should any or the directors sever his connections 
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1rl th the company, ·he will rese 11 his s took to the company .. 
As the firm publishes only trade books, the dwindling 
returns caused the president to employ a management firm 
to make a survey of the business to advise on methods 
pointing toward a more efficient operation in order to 
decrease costs. While certain recommendations were made 
regarding the house's accounting procedures, it was found 
that every economy in production methods had been accomp-
lished. The president was stron&ly advised to hire a public 
relations counsel to investigate and advise on the public 
relations aspects of the business 1 with a view toward im-
proving the understanding of the merits or the firm's 
products with the publics with whom it is involved. 
Although the president was not convinced that any 
worth-while suggeetions could be made by an independent 
counselor in public relations, after the third directors ·• 
meeting following the submission of the management advis-
er's report, it was agreed to hire a public relations 
counselor. 
The counselor spent a period of approximately 
two weeks studying all facets of X Company's operations. 
He then conducted a spot survey of various of the book-
stOJ'es handling X titles.~~ a well as a representative 
•. ; 
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number of authors whose books had been published by the 
company, and some whose works were currently being produc-
ed. Three months later, his recommendations were ready 
for consideration by the officers of the X Book Publish-
ing Company. 
The program or the public relations counsel followed 
the classic four points enunciated by Edward L .. Bernays: 
( l) formulation or objectives; (2) analysis or the public's 
attitude toward the industry and the services it renders; 
( 3 ) a study or this analysis with a view to keynoting the 
approach to the public in terms of action by the industry, 
this study to be followed by the formulation of policy and 
a program for educating the public; and (4) the carrying out 
of this program by dramatizing it through the various media 
~f ,,co~unication. 4 
' 
The objectives were considered to be: (1) to increase 
the prestige of the company, in order to hold and attract 
new authors; and (2) to consolidate and increase the 
reput~tion of the firm with the booksellers, wholesalers and 
the general public. 
The result or the bookstore survey disclosed that 
contrary to beliefof the management of X Company, the 
publ~ahing house was not held in particularly high regard 
by its retailers. This was largely due to the impression 
held by the bookstore owners that X Company neglected 
support in providing special display materials, local 
advertising and publicity, and fillers for direct mail by 
the bookstores. There was some criticism,also, or the 
sales representatives: "Lack interest ... ,. .. 11Do not under ... 
stand my special sales problems.u 11 "Have tendency to 
oversell ...... " were some of the comments. This attitude or 
the company's salesmen very possibly had an effect upon 
the stores• clerks, causing them to neglect suggesting X 
titles to their customers .. 
The authors contacted by the public relations coun-
selor were dividtd in their feelings of the company. Most 
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of them had not been published by any other publisher and 
had the impression that the company received greater profits 
from their works than was actually the case. All believed 
that the company did not do sufficient advertising, and 
many expressed the wish to know better other members of 
the company, besides the editor with whom they dealt. 
Bookbuyers contacted at random in various bookstores 
did not recognize the name of the X Publishing Company. 
There was no association between the publisher and the book 
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they bought, the author•s name carrying the most weight~ 
Rec q_mmen.d.a tions. 
The first recommendation made by the public relations 
counsel was for the company to announce a statement of 
public relations policy; this stat~ment to be run as a paid 
advertisement in the Satu.rdJX Rev.1Q, Publishers t WeeklY_, 
the Retai~ Aos>kaeller and the Sunday book sections of the 
New York Times, New York HetaAd--T£Abune, the San Franeisco 
Chronicle~ the Chicago Syn-Tim&a and the Washington(D$C&) 
Post.. &,.Times-Hertld. This statement should cover the stand-
ards for entertainment, culture and production design that 
distinguish an X Company book. 
It was noted that the public relations activity or the 
company was handled by the promotion manager under the 
direction or the advertising manager who, in turn, reported 
to the managing editor and through him to the president. 
It was suggested that a reorganization be accomplished, 
placing advertising, promotion and publicity under a 
public relations director on the same level as the managing 
editor, this officer to be a director or the company. 
The public relatione director, When appointed, should 
be charged with effecting the following: 
Authors Preparation or a booklet for distribution to each 
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new author, welcoming him as a member of the X Company 
family. This booklet to give a short history of the publish-
ing house, an explanation of manufaeturing and marketing 
procedures 1 and include a section on "style" to aid him in 
the preparation of his manuscript and to interpret the 
markings on his galleys. 
§ Di8tribution of a monthly newsletter to foster a 
sense of participation in the company. -rrhis newsletter 
should contain matters of current interest in literature, 
such as any legislation affecting the industry 1 social 
security for authors, etc. 
§ A contiRuing program ot author promotion, News 
stories when contract signed; the development of news-
worthy items for all media; personal appearances at Book 
and Author Luncheons, radio and television appearances, 
et cetera, depending upon the characteristies and speaking 
abilities of the individual authors. 
Bookse.lleu § Establish a sound management attitude to-
ward the retailerJ who is the company's representative at 
the point of sale. 
§ Ensure the salesmen understand their job is not 
only to sell but to create a favorable attitude toward their 
company, and to report dealers• comments to the public 
relations director. 
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§ Engage a well-known, successful bookseller to write 
a handbook on tips for booksellers: couresy of clerks, dis-
plays of merchandise, layout for stores, etce This hand-
book to be available to all bookstores, whether they order 
direct from the company or through a wholesaler. 
§ Ensure a ready flow of display materials, special 
promotion literature and direct-mail cards for bookstore 
imprint on every new title. 
§ Aid the bookstores in local media publicity. 
§ Co ... operate fully with the American Booksellers 
Association to demonstrate X Company's interest in book-
sellers' problems. 
Reviewers § Maintain personal contact with reviewers, 
not for coercion or other unethical practice, but to in-
still an awareness of the importance of the company's 
colophon as represnting the type of book he should gladly 
review, and to provide information on local authors. 
§ Accompany the review copy by a personal-type 
let ter instead of a printed forme 
. Besides these specific recommendations, the program 
urged that the company co-operate with educational institut-
ions at all levels in promoting and developing a broader 
understanding and appreciation of reading and books. 
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It also recommended that the company assume leadership 
in the industry in drawing attention to federal and state 
laws discriminating against the industry~ such as postal 
rates, censorsip, etc~, and in the support or the American 
Book Publishers Council, with a view toward! strengthening 
this organization as a dynamic association or the industry. 
§§ § §§ 
The above plan, in general, can be used by any trade 
book publishing house. It is believed that greater emphasis 
should be placed on incorporating public relations within 
the framework or every company; the advantages would great~ 
ly offset any additional expense involved, and the results 
would justify the effort~ 
However, many of the problems besetting publishing can-
not be solved by publishers working alone~ Matters involv-
ing the recovery of royalties from foreign countries on 
pirated editions, legal questions involving censorship, for 
example, and all items that affect the industry as a whole, 
should be tackled by all the companies in the industry work-
ing together in association .. The legal decision that Random 
House obtained in the UlY.Sses case, mentioned in Chapter III, 
redounded to the benefit of all publishers, though Random 
House fought alone to obtain this benefit. Such an action 
should have been undertaken by an association. 
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Such an association is in beinge The American Book 
Publishers Council has been developing slowly; each year a 
few more publishers join its ranks. Eventually, it is hoped, 
it will include all ethical publishers as members. This 
would ensure more accurate results of its surveys and more 
successful recommendations for the solution of diverse problems. 
The publishing industry in 1958 is at the crossroads. 
Beset by competition for the population's leisure time, 
continually climbing production costs, and a gradual lower-
ing of reading standards, it has reached the point where its 
product -- the book -- is not an economic product in itself, 
but must, in order to show a profit for its producer be 
capable or outside ineome in the form or subsidiary rights. 
In this, it is not dissimilar to its human counterpart who, 
in order to make ends meet, must hold two jobs in one work-
ing day; it is a literary "moonlighter." 
Book publishing has a long and honored history; more 
than any other endeavor of man it has made possible his 
progress in all the arts and sciences. In the past few dec-
ades, the development of motion pictures, electronic tapes 
and photography has brought new methods of storing and pres-
erving material, but books remain, in the writer's opinion, 
preeminent in the ability to preserve,in portable form, the 
wisdom of the ages, for books require no machinery in con-
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junction with them; machinery dependent upon power that might 
be unknown in the distant ruturee It is this very ability or 
portability that has been the strength or the past and the 
hope for the future. 
The time has come to ensure that this ability will not 
be lo8t in this age or fission. Indeed, it may well be that 
by a knowledge of the humanities, preserved in books, thro\lkh 
an understanding or the past and the record or the present, 
advancement can still be possible in the future. 
The modern techniques or public relations -- the know-
ledge or man and his relationships with his fellows 8 w may 
well be a factor in the preservation or this necessary 
industry .. 
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A:PPENPIX I 
CHRONOLOGY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PRESS IN EACH COLONY . 
Colony ~ 
Massachusetts Cambridge 
Maryland St.Maryts City 
:Pennsylvania Philadelphia 
New York New York 
Connecticut New London 
Rhode Island Newport 
Virginia Williamsburg 
South Carolina Charleston 
North Carolina Newbern 
New Jersey Woodbridge 
New Hampshire :Portsmouth 
Delaware Wilmington 
Georgia Savannah 
Louisiana New Orleans 
Vermont Westminster 
Maine Portland 
Year 
1639 
1685 
1685 
1693 
1709 
1727 
1730 
1731 
1749 
1754 
1756 
1761 
1763 
1764 
1780 
1785 
Pr1nter 
Stephen Daye 
William Nuthead 
William Bradrord 
William Bradford 
Thomas Short 
James Franklin 
William Parks 
George Webb 
Eleazer Fhil1ips,Jr. 
Thomas Whitmarsh 
James Davis 
James llarker 
Dan:lel Fowle 
James Adams 
James Johnston 
Denis Braud 
Judah Padock 
Spooner 
Benjamin Titcomb 
Thomas B. Wait 
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APPENDIX I (~ont.) 
I NHIBITED PRESSES AND P.RESSES TEMPORARILY IN OPERATION 
Colony :l2lm. ~ Printer 
Virginia Jamestown 1682 William Nuthead 
New Jersey Perth Amboy 1723 William Bradford 
New Jersey Burlington 1728 Samuel Keimer 
Vermont Dresden (now 1778 Alden Spooner 
Hanoveri'N .H.) 
Florida St. Augustine 1783 William c. and 
John Wells,Jr. 
Lawrence c. Wroth, "Book .Production and Distribution From 
the Beginning to the War Between the States," 'l'he Book in 
America (New York: R~R& Bowker Company, 1939). 
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ORGANIZATION CHART OF A MEDIUM-SIZED :PUBLISHING HOUSE 
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APPENDIX III 
THE TRADE PUBLISHING COMPANY BALANCE SHEET 
December 31, 1956 
Annual Sales: t8oo,ooo 
ASSETS 
Current Assets 
Cash................................... $33,000 
Accounts receivable •••••••••••••••••••• $92,000 
Reserve for doubtful accountm........ 1,000 
Inventory 
Net •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
-- Paper, sheets and bound 
stock (low) ••••••••••••••• 
Total current assets ••••••• 
Tangible assets -- not current 
Accounts receivable 
Officers, employees and other ••• • • 
Authors ........................... . 
Total .... ~•••••••••••••••••• 
Royalty advances to authors 
Published books ••••••••••••••••••• 
Unpublished books ••••••••••••••••• 
Total ...................... . 
Plant -- Electrotype plates, etc. 
Published books .................. ~. 
Reserve for amortization •••••••••• 
Net ••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 
Unpublished books ••••••••••••••••• 
Total•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Furniture and fixtures ••••••••••••••••• 
Reserve for depreciation •••••••••• 
Netea•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Unamortized leasehold improvements., ••• 
Deferred charges 
Prepaid rent ......... * ,; ............. . 
Prepaid production costs, advert-
ising and selling expenses, ••••• 
Total ...................... . 
Total Tangible assets ·-not current ••• 
TQ,t.al Assets 
500 
1,000 
1,800 
u,.aoo 
11,000 
3,300 
2,500 
3,lQQ 
91,000 
l9~,_Q,QQ 
31 ,ooo 
1,500 
13,600 
7,700 
14,700 
Note: Unbilled binding charges, not yet due on December 31st, 
amounted to approximately $19,000. This amount is not 
included in the inventories, nor among the liabilities 
A.PfENDI)( III (cont.a.) 
LIABILITIES 
Gurrent Liabilities 
Accounts pa~ble -- Trade •••••• ~.~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~••a• $ 
Royalties payable ••••• a·~··•••••••••••••••••• 
Dividends payable ..................... · ......... . 
Commissions payable •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Federal taxes withheld 
Non-resident aliens ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Employees income taxes, etc., withheld ••••••• 
Accruals 
Compensation --officers and employees ••• 
Taxes --Federal, state and city ••••••••••••• 
Interest ..... Loan payable ..................... . 
Reserve for Federal income taxes ............. . 
Total current liabilities ........ . 
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39,000 
94,100 
5,000 
1,800 
700 
2,800 
11,200 
2,000 
1,300 
8,200 
lbb,lOO 
Reserve for Insurance Pension Premium............. 12,~00 
Total liabilities and reserve •••• $178, 00 
CAPITAL ST.OCK AND SURPLUS 
Capital Stock-- $10.00 par value outstanding..... 94,000 
Capital Stock segregated for stock dividend......... 49,000 
Surplus . 
Balance, December 31st ................. $107,000 
Net Income for the year ended.......... . 22 ,0.0.0 
129,000 
Dividends declared, deduct ............. 524 400 Balance, December 31st.... 76,600 
Total liabilities, capital 
stock and surplus.... i39B.4£Q 
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APPENDIX III {Cont.) 
THE MODERN TRADE PUBLISHERS, INC., BALANCE SHEET 
December 31, 1956 
ASSETS 
Current Assets 
Cash in banks and on hand •••••••••••• 
Accounts and notes receivable, 
net or reserve •••••••••••••••••• 
Inventories 
Bound books••••••••••••••••••••• 
Books in process and sheets ••••• 
Paper and binding materials ••••• 
Total inventories •••••••• 
Investments --Cost ••••••••••••••••••• 
U.S.Tax Notes (in excess of taxes) ••• 
Total current assets ••••• 
Tangible Assets -- not current 
Cash surrender value --officers' life 
insurance••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Accounts and loans receivable •••••••• 
Authors• advances, loans and accounts 
receivable, net of reserve •••••• 
Investment in domestic corporations •• 
Plates at metal value •••••••••••••••• 
Furniture and fixtures,net ••••••••••• 
Leasehold impoovements, net •••••••••• 
Deferred publishing charges •••••••••• 
Prepaid expeases and deposits •••••••• 
Deferred royalties receivable--contra 
Intangible Assets 
Total tangible assets --
not current •••••••• 
Trade rights-- Publishing ••••••••••• 
Total Assets •••••••••••• 
Apnual Salep:~500,000 
$260,000 
17,000 
51,000 
24,000 
3,000 
66,000 
9,000 
5,000 
15,600 
18,000 
14,000 
3 000 
44:800_ 
$130,000 
222,000 
328,000 
76,000 
17,000 
773,000 
202,400 
26..,000 
$1,001,400 
A.PPENDIX III ( Cont..) 
LIABILITIES 
Current liabilities 
Accounts payable ••••• ,.,,,,,,, 
Koyalties payable., ••••••••••• 
Due authors, agents and others 
Readers associates -·deposits. 
Due employees retirement fund. 
Accrued salaries, bonus,ete ••• 
Accrued binding charges ••••••• 
Reserve for taxes(other than 
Federal) •••••••••••••• 
Reserve for Federal taxes ••••• 
Less US.Tax Notes ••••• 
Total CUrrent Liabilities. 
$240,000 
' 240,000. 
Deferred Royalty Income and Liability 
Contra ••••••••••••••••••• 
Total Liabilities,deferred 
royalty income and reserve ••• 
CAPITAL 8TQCK AND SlJRPLUS. 
Capital stock 
Common; $100,00 par value, out-
standing ••••••••••••••••• 
Surplus 
Capital 
Arising from capital stock 
transactions •••••• 
Earned 
65,000 
3,000 
Balance, beginning of year. 
Net income for year •••••••• 
210,600 
80,~0Q 
290,00 
Less: Divid,nds paid •••• *•• gQ,OOO 
Balance, end of year. 2~0.000 
Total capital stock and surplus •• 
Total Liabilities, capital 
stock and surplus •••• 
$ 91,000 
320,000 
7,000 
6,000 
32,000 
55,000 
80,000 
37,000 
628,ooo 
44.J30_Q_ 
$672,800 
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$1,001,400 
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